RESIDENCE PERMIT

LONG TERM RESIDENCE / EUROPEAN PERMIT
5 YEARS

(access to paid employment, services or work and independent economic activity in EU member states)

DOCUMENTS (10)

1. 4 PASSPORT PHOTOS (4x6) AND ON CD
2. PHOTOCOPY OF ALL PASSPORTS OF THE LAST 5 YEARS (ALL PAGES)
   ATTENTION: THE APPLICANTS MUST NOT HAVE BEEN AWAY FROM THE COUNTRY FOR MORE THAN 10 MONTHS IN TOTAL AND NO MORE THAN 6 MONTHS IN A ROW IN THE LAST 5 YEARS
3. LONG TERM RESIDENCE FEE (PARAVOLO) - 150€ (FEE CODE - 2107)
4. FEE (PARAVOLO) FOR THE CARD - 16€ (FEE CODE - 2119)
   THE CODES FOR THE FEES CAN BE PRINTED FROM www.gsis.gr OR FROM KEP AND THEN THE PAYMENT IS DONE AT THE BANK
5. HOUSE CONTRACT PRINTED FROM TAXISNET
6. TAX DECLARATION OF THE LAST YEAR SHOWING INCOME EQUAL TO THE ANNUAL EARNINGS OF THE MINIMUM WAGE, ACCORDING TO THE NATIONAL LAW(+10% FOR EVERY DEPENDENT FAMILY MEMBER)
7. PRINTING OF INSURANCE CAPACITY (DIRECT or INDIRECT) OF A PUBLIC INSURANCE BODY (EFKA with submission of Α.Μ.Α. - Α.Μ.Κ.Α. - Α.Φ.Μ.) TO FULLY COVER THE COSTS OF HEALTH CARE FOR ALL THE DEPENDENT FAMILY MEMBERS
8. OFFICIAL DOCUMENT THAT STATES YOUR PLACE OF BIRTH IN ENGLISH (FOR EXAMPLE BIRTH CERTIFICATE, PASSPORT ETC.)
9. **ONE** OF THE FOLLOWING:

- EVIDENCE OF LEGAL RESIDENCE IN GREECE FOR AT LEAST 12 YEARS
- GREEK LANGUAGE CERTIFICATE LEVEL B1 OR LEVEL A2 + HISTORY ISSUED BY THE GENERAL SECRETARIAT OF LIFELONG LEARNING
- GRADUATION CERTIFICATE FROM GREEK HIGH SCHOOL
- GRADUATION FROM HIGH SCHOOLS ABROAD WHICH BELONG TO THE GREEK EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
- RESIDENCE PERMIT OF A FAMILY MEMBER OF A GREEK CITIZEN
- CERTIFICATION BY NATURALIZATION COMMITTEE
RESIDENCE PERMIT
LONG TERM RESIDENCE / EUROPEAN PERMIT
RENEWAL - 5 YEARS

DOCUMENTS (05)

1. 4 PASSPORT PHOTOS (4x6) AND ON CD
2. PHOTOCOPY OF ALL THE PASSPORTS OF THE LAST 5 YEARS (ALL PAGES)
3. LONG TERM RESIDENCE PERMIT
4. FEE (PARAVOLO) FOR THE CARD - 16€ (FEE CODE - 2119)
   THE CODES FOR THE FEES CAN BE PRINTED FROM www.gsis.gr
   OR FROM KEP AND THEN THE PAYMENT IS DONE AT THE BANK
5. OFFICIAL DOCUMENT WHICH STATES YOUR PLACE OF BIRTH IN ENGLISH (FOR EXAMPLE BIRTH CERTIFICATE, PASSPORT ETC.)